• Custom and commercial chassis including Spartan, HME, International, Freightliner, Kenworth, Peterbilt and others
• Front, top*, side, underbody and mid-mount pumps available
• 304L stainless steel bodies, pump modules, plumbing and subframe
• Multiplexed and hard-wired electrical systems available
• Hale, Waterous or Darley pumps; PTO or midship fire pumps up to 2250 GPM
• All popular foam and CAFS systems
• 8", 10" and 12" round dumps and 10" square dumps available
• Manual, pneumatic and electric valves and dumps available with multiple control locations
• Capacities from 1,500 – 4,000 gallons
• Exclusive DVS isolators for body mounting
• Deck guns and front-bumper turrets
• NFPA compliant lighting packages
• Custom bumper extensions
*Heritage tanker only

US Tanker Fire Apparatus, LLC
1827 Hobbs Drive, Delavan WI 53115
800.279.4911 T
262.725.7000 F

Visit us at www.ustanker.com or contact your local UST dealer.
Founded by Firefighter Joe Lee, Sr (1951-2010) for firefighters.
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UST ® STAINLESS STEEL TANKERS DELIVER PREMIER PERFORMANCE
AND UNMATCHED DURABILITY. Since we started more than 30 years
ago, UST has built a reputation for high quality, long lasting elliptical,
wetside and dryside tankers. All our tanker bodies are constructed of
stainless steel, which provides unequalled corrosion
resistance and durability. You’ll never see rust on a
UST tanker body or subframe. That’s just one of the
reasons we can offer the best tanker warranties in
the industry, including a lifetime warranty on the tank.

Take a closer look at a UST Tanker. You’ll see
rock-solid construction with a fit-and-finish that
highlights our attention to detail. There’s a reason
that you’ll find so many USTs in front line service,
even after 20 years or more.

Each of our customers is important to us. When you
work with UST and our dealers, you’ll experience
small-company responsiveness combined with an
exceptional level of technical knowledge and
professionalism. We listen to your operational
requirements, and then bring information, technical knowledge and
good ideas to help you define the ideal tanker for your department.
The only things standard about a UST Tanker are the stainless steel
construction and unrivaled performance.

WE BUILD THE FINEST STAINLESS STEEL TANKERS IN THE INDUSTRY. WE BUILD THEM FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE AND A LONG LIFE.

WHEN YOU NEED A HIGHLY CAPABLE

Strong warranties: Lifetime on the tank,
30 years for the subframe and body.

TANKER FOR MOBILE WATER SUPPLY,
THERE’S NO BETTER CHOICE THAN A

Side dumps can be located forward,
aft or between the rear axle(s).

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, UST PATRIOT
ELLIPTICAL TANKER. With features

Manual, electric and pneumatic dumps and chutes.

such as dual tank overflows and
our containment baffle system,
the exclusive UST design
emphasizes a low center of

A low center of gravity and optimized
weight distribution combine to provide
enhanced handling and a safer ride.

gravity for enhanced vehicle
An exclusive elliptical tank design incorporates
containment baffles to provide superior
strength and enhance stability.

stability to accomplish your
mission safely and more efficiently.

Our elliptical tankers feature a
poly tank with stainless steel wrap
and come standard with the
safety, performance and durability
you need.

Dual overflows provide extra venting
for both faster fill and dump rates,
and they minimize the possibility of
damaging the tank during fill operations.

Exclusive DVS subframe isolators and full, sub-frame length Dura-Ride™
rubber isolation allow the body and tank to flex independent of the frame,
reducing road stress to the body. Unlike donut-style shock absorbers that
induce point loads and force road inputs into frame and body increasing
stress and premature wear.

Our smooth, stainless steel wrap for the
poly elliptical tank is always manufactured
in-house for superior fit and finish.

UST HERITAGE WETSIDE AND
DRYSIDE TANKERS OFFER THE
FLEXIBILITY TO PROVIDE BOTH
MOBILE WATER SUPPLY AND

The Heritage allows customized high-side
compartments for more storage.

Custom-designed pump panels are user-friendly to simplify operation.
The pump panel can be integrated into the
body to reduce wheelbase and overall length,
ensuring better maneuverability for your tanker.

Our pump house and plumbing components
are all stainless steel for corrosion resistance
and long lasting reliability.

ENHANCED FIREFIGHTING CAPASide-mount, through-the-tank and
rack-mounted ladder storage options.

BILITIES. They are engineered to
maximize water capacity and
equipment storage. Add to that
pump and plumbing designs that
simplify operation and fit the way
your department operates, and you
have one high-performance piece

A stainless steel subframe is standard and
backed by a 30-year warranty.

of apparatus in your fleet.

Regardless of your run profile, we have
dump chute options that will work for you.

Each UST Tanker is customized
for the department that runs it.
Choose from a selection of chassis,
compartmentation and storage
options, pump panel configurations,
ladder and tank racks, dump valves
and extension chutes.

Stainless steel bodies provide unrivaled
corrosion protection and come with a
30-year warranty.

Quality and care are built into every
UST Tanker with true craftsmanship.
Where else do you find people who take
the time to polish welds inside each
compartment for a perfect reflective finish?

